TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE
COURTHOUSE, TILLAMOOK, OREGON 97141

NW CORNER KILLAM DLC #38, SECTION 17 T.2S., R.9W., W.M.

DLC
KILLAM

I found a 1 1/4" iron rod with a 3" Tillamook County Surveyors Brass Cap, (see T.C.S. Rewitness #401), flush with the surface in the East bound lane of South Prairie Road. I drove the monument down 6" and set an 8" cast iron monument case around the found monument and encased in concrete.

History of found monument

I found this monument to be as described in said T.C.S. Rewitness and the references found and/or set at that time to now be as follows:

Iron rod with aluminum cap N.0 38°E. 35.09'. (Found at 35.13'. Also found 4"X 4"X 48" white cedar post 1.4' West of this iron rod).

24" shore pine S.10 06°W. 42.90' to a 60d spike in the side of the tree; (Found, now 26°, at 42.98').

#indicates Tillamook County Surveyors yellow metal location poster attached.

New Accessories

Power Pole #177604 S.79 W. 87.86'. Distance was measured to a finish nail in a scribed triangle in the side center of pole.

Surveys and Rewitnesses of record not listed on re witness #401

A-1173 10-28-64 John L. Carlisch RS 287
A-4264 10-02-78 John L. Carlisch RS 287
A-4352 Oct. 1980 Allan E. Duncan LS 793
B-1495 Mar. 1991 Donald E. Marx LS 322
Rewitness bin #401 1970 John L. Carlisch RS 287

Location of Monument

This corner is located in the East bound lane of South Prairie County Road, approximately 1.5' Southerly of the centerline stripe.

In the presence of Al Dvorak and Dan McNutt

September 9, 1991 Title:
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